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ABSTRACT

Four aerial surveys of the cross delta route of the proposed Arctic

Gas pipeline were flown during the period June-August, 1975. The surveys

were flown in order (1) to detelmine the numbers of water birds along the

route during the periods of nesting, of brood-rearing and moulting, and

of spring and fall staging and migration; (2) to identify those areas

along the route that are important to water birds; and (3) to compare

the numbers of water birds along the cross delta route with the numbers

alollg the circum-delta route.

Densities of water birds during the spring staging period and the

nesting period were highest along the section of the route that traverses

the outer Mackenzie Delta. Densities during the brood-rearing and moul-

ting period and the fall staging period were highest along the section.
of the route to the southeast of the Mackenzie Delta. The density of

broods of water birds was highest on that portion of the route to the

east of the Mackenzie Delta. Scaup were the most numerous of the 31 species

of birds that occurred along the route.

The outer Mackenzie Delta is probably the most important section of

the cross delta route for water birds. For each of the major water bird

grOllpS, the highest density during a survey occurred at least once along

the outer Mackenzie Delta section of the route.

The cross delta route appears to support more water birds than does

the circum-delta route.
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INTRODUCTION

The cross delta route has recently been proposed to shorten the

route of the Arctic Gas pipeline in the Mackenzie Delta area. This route

diverges from the previously-plnmed circum-delta route on the Yukon

North Slope. It then crosses Shallow Bay and the outer Mackenzie Delta

to a junction at the southwest corner of Richards Island with a supply

line originating at the Taglu Pi.e.ld (Figure 1). The line proceeds from

this junction southeast to Thunder River, where it rejoins t he previously

planned route and follows it southeastward up the Mackenzie Valley.

The circum-delta route (Figure 1) runs from the Yukon North Slope

along the coastal tundra until i t approaches the Mackenzie Del t a . I t

then turns southward, remaining to the west of the delta, and turns east

ward at the south end of the delta. After crossing the Mackenzie River

near Arctic Red River, this rou.e proceeds to a point west of Travaillant

Lake where it is joined by the ~ lichards Island supply line f r om the north.

It then proceeds eastward to Trulnder River, then southeastw.~rd up the

Mackenzi.e Valley. On both the ci.rcum-de.lta route and the c ross delta

route a supply line runs westwaTd from the Parsons Lake field t o' join

each route.

A number of studies of water birds have been conducted in areas

that would be traversed by the :pr oposed cross delta route. Calef and

Lortie (1971), Schweinsburg (1974), and Sharp et aZ. (1974) have reported

on the breeding water bird populations of the Arctic Coastal Pl ain .
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FIGURE 1. Habitat Sections and Aerial Transects along the Cross Delta Rout e .
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Koski ffild Gollop (1974) ro1d Koski (1975a, 1975b) have described the fall

staging of Snow Geese, of other species of geese, ro1d of Whistling Swro1S

on the Arctic Coastal Plain and in the Mackenzie Delta. The U. S. Fish

and Wildlife Service (USFWS), in cooperation with the Canadi.an Wildlife

Service, has conducted annual surveys of waterfowl breeding pairs and

waterfowl production in the Mackenzie Delta, on Richards Island, and in

area~; to the southeast of the Mackenzie Delta (Martel, in prep.}. Camp

bell (1973), Campbell and Weber (1973), and Slaney (1974) have conducted

aerial ro1d ground surveys of water birds in sections of the Mackenzie

Delta ro1d Richards Islro1d. Salter (1974a) has studied water birds

along the circum-delta route on Richards Islro1d and in the areas south

ro1d southeast of the delta. Jacobsen (1974) has provided a comprehensive

literature review relevant to the water birds of the area.

These studies represent q sizeable qUro1tity of ornithological infor

mation concerning areas that woul d be traversed by the cross delta route.

However, they have generally concentrated on specific parts of the area,

on specific pipeline routes, or on particular groups of wate:r birds.

Consequently, some areas that would be traversed by the cross delta route

have not been studied comprehensive.ly with respect to all water bird

populations.

Aerial surveys were conducted along the cross delta route in 1975 to

gather information concerning water bird populations along the route.

The :specific objectives of the surveys were the following:
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1) to determllle the species and numbers of water birds that use

the area along tIle proposed route durillg the periods of nesting,

of brood-rearillg and moulting, and of sprillg and fall staging

and migration;

2) to identify the areas along the route that are important to

water birds during these periods; and

3) to compare the cross delta route with tIle circum-delta route

in terms of their importance to water birds.

The data from this study, when combilled with data from other studies,

will provide baselille information that can be used to assess the potential

impact of the proposed fla'ctic Gas pipeline on water bird popUlations

and to develop environmental recommendations \vith respect to the pipe

Line .
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METIiODS

Four aerial surveys were conducted along the proposed cross delta

route during the late spring and swmner of 1975. These were flown on

June 5, June 20, July 31,andAugust 30.

The dates were chosen to correspond to times when important seasonal

activities of the birds were estimated to have occurred. The survey

of June 5 corresponded to the period of spring arrival; the survey of

June 20 to the nesting period; the survey of July 31 to the time of brood

rearing and moulting; and the survey of August 30 to the fall staging

and lnigration period.

Surveys were flown in fixed-wing aircraft, either a twin-engine Piper

Aztec or a single-engine Cessna 185. The pilot followed the pipeline

route which was depicted on topographic maps. The surveys were conducted

at heights varying between 100 mld 150 feet above ground level and at

air speeds of 90 to 120 mph. Two observers, one at each side of the

aircraft, identified and counted all water birds and other consp~cuous

birds that were seen within a 1/8 mi (200 m) strip on the observer's

side of the plane.

Observations were recorded on cassette tapes and were later trans

cribed to data sheets. The data were then transferred to a computer

system for analysis. A small quantity of data was lost as a result of

malfunctions of tape recorders during the surveys.
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The route was divided into lO-mi transects, according to the mile

post designations shown on preliminary alignment sheets prer,:arcd by

Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline Limited (1975). TIle transects are shown

in Figure 1. The data were recorded separately for each 10-mi transect.

For purposes of analysis the transects were pooled into four sections

according to their physical features and characteristic vegetation

(Figure 1). These sections were the following:

1) coastal tundra--the Yukon North Slope (milepost 290 to mile

post 320);

2) delta lmvland--the outer ~ackenzie Delta (milepost 320 to mile

post 372);

3) scrub tundra--Richards Island to south end of Sitidgi Lake

(milepost 0 to milepost 90); and

4) coniferous scrub--Sitidgi Lake to Thunder River (milepost 90

to milepost 172).

For the purposes of this study, water birds were defined to be those

groups of birds that are attracted to or dependent on an aquatic or semi

aquatic habitat. These birds include waterfowl such as swans, geese,

and ducks; other diving birds such as loons and grebes; and gulls, terns ,

and Sandhill Cranes.
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RESULTS

Total Density Indices

Figure 2 presents the density indices for total water birds that

were calculated for each section on each survey. Density indices during

the spring staging and breeding periods were highest in the delta lowland

section. Density indices during the brood-rearing and fall staging

periods were highest in the coniferous scrub section. The highest density

index for the entire period (62.9 water birds/sq mi) occurred in the

coniferous scrub section on August 30--largely the result of one flock of

700 scaup on a single lake. The lowest density indices were found con

sistently on the coastal tundra section.

Despite the apparent differences in the density indices for the

different sections, density indices did not differ significantly among

sections on any of the four surveys.

Numbers and Density Indices of Water Bird Species

The numbers and density indices of the birds observed along each of

the four sections of the cross delta route are presented in Tables 1 to

4. Density indices are given for water birds only, because of the

difficulty of detecting most terrestrial birds from aircraft. A com

plete transect-by-transect summary of data from each survey is given

in Appendix 1. The scientific names of the birds recorded are listed

in Appendix 2.
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TABLE 1. Numbers and Density Indices of Birds Observed During Aerial Surveys of the Coastal rlundra

Section of the Cross Delta Route, 1975.

DATE SURVEYED JUNE 5 JUNE 20 JULy 31 AUGUST 30
AREA SURVEYED 7.5 mi2 6.3 mi2 7.5 mi2 3.8 mi2

NO. DENSJTY* NO. DENSITY NO. DE:'iSITY NO. DE.~SITY

WATER BIRDS

Arctic Loon 2 0.3 9 1.2 1 0.3
Loon spp. 2 0.5
Loon, grebe or duck 8 1.1 1 0.3
Whistling Swan 2 0.3 .2 0.5

fucks:

Mallard 1 0.2
Pintail 3 0.5
Seaup spp. 6 1.0 2 0.3
Ol.dsquaw 2 0.3 2 0.3 15 2.0 36 9.6
King Eider 2 0.3
White-winged Seoter 1 0.2
Red-breasted ~Ierganser 1 0.1
Diving duck spp. 1 0.2 4 0.5
fuck spp. 2 0.3

Total Ducks 3 0.4 16 2.5 23 3.1 36 9.6

Sandhill Crane
.

5 1.3
Arctic Tern 6 0.8

Total Water Birds 3 0.4 18 2.9 48 6.4 47 12.5

OIlIER BIRDSt

Willo", Ptarmigan 4
Parasitic Jaeger 3
Long-tailed Jaeger 1 1
Jaeger spp. 1 2

* Density indices are in units of birds per square mile.

t Density indices have only been calculated for water birds.
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TABLE 2. Numbers and Density Indices of Birds Observed During Aerial Surveys of the Delta Lowland

Section of the Cross ·De1ta Route, 1975.

DATE SURVEYED JUNE 5 JUNE 20 JULy 31 AUGUSf 30
AREA SURVEYED 13.1 mi2 13.1 mi2 13.1 mi2 6.6 mi2

NO. DE'olSITY* NO. DE'olSITY NO. DENSITY NO. DENSITY

WATER BIRDS

Arctic Loon 7 0.5 28 2.1 5 0.8
Red-throated Loon 4 0.3
Loon spp. 6 0.5 1 0.2
Lbon, grebe or duck 2 0.2 2 0.3
Whistling Swan 54 4.1 13 1.0 48 3.7 8 1.2
Canada Goose 2 0.2 2 0.2
White-fronted Goose 4 0.3 12 0.9 35 5.3
Dark goose spp. 22 3.3

Ducks:

Mallard 2 0.2
Pintail 30 2.3 24 1.8 5 0.4
American I\'igeon 64 9.7
Dabbling duck spp. 1 0.1 3 0.2 9 1.4
Seaup spp. 103 7.9 62 4.7 8 0.6 7 1.1
Ofdsquaw 13 1.0 2 0.2
White-winged SCoter 9 0.7 54 4.1
Seoter spp. 2 0.2 2 0.2 14 2.1
Red-breasted Merganser 1 0.1 4 0.3
Diving duck spp. 1 0.1 2 0.2
fuck spp, 27 2.1 14 2.1

Total Ducks 149 11.4 155 11.8 51 3.9 108 16.4

Sandhill Crane 4 0.3 8 0.6 2 0.2 17 2.6
Glaucous Gull 52 4.0 2 0.2 2 0.2
Mew Q..Ill 1 0.1
con spp , 1 0.1
Arctic Tern 10 0.8 25 1.9 65 5.0

Total Water Birds 276 21.1 224 17.1 209 16.0 198 30.2

OIHER BIRDSt

Bald Eagle 1
folarsh Hawk 2
Pomarinc Jaeger 15
Parasitic Jaeger 1
Jaeger spp. 71 5
Short-eared 0.,,1 1
Conmon Raven 1

A Density indices are in units of birds per square mile.

t Density indices have only been calculated for water birds.



TABLE 3. Numbers and Density Indices of Birds Observed During Aerial Surveys of the Scrub Tundra

Section of the Cross Delta Route, 1975.

11

DATE SURVEYED JUNE 5 JUNE 20 JULy 31 AUGUSf 30
AREA SlJ}{VEYED 25 mi2 25 mi2 25 mi2 22.5 mi2

NO. DENSITY* NO. DENSITY NO. DENSITY NO. DENSITY

WATER BIRDS

Arctic Loon 13 0.5 53 2.1 45 2.0
Red-throated Loon 3 0.1 4 0.2
Loon spp . 5 0.2 11 0.5
Loon, grebe or duck 7 0.3 21 0.8 11 0.5
Whistling Swan 2 0.1 29 1.2 36 1.4 23 1.0
White-fronted Goose 20 0.8 10 0.4
Dark goose spp. 4 0.2

DJcks:

Mallard 3 0.1 3 0.1
Pintail 10 0.4 16 0.6 · 36 1.4 2 0.1
Green-winged Teal 2 0.1
American Wigeon 1 O.Ou 1 0.0 30 1.3
Dabbling duck spp. 1 0.0 9 0.4
Scaup spp. 12 0.5 53 2.1 18 0.7 156 6.9
Common Goldeneye 2 0.1
Oldsquaw 35 1.4 38 1.5 53 2.1
Camnon Eider 1 0.0
White-winged Seoter 6 0.2 17 0~7 15 0.6
Surf Seoter 8 0.3
Scoter spp. 1 0.0 56 2.2 37 1.6
DiVing duck spp, 37 1.5 10 0.4 11 0.4 8 0.4
DJck spp. 7 0.3 2 0.1 132 5.3 47 2.1

Total Ducks III 4.4 152 6.1 324 13.0 289 12.8

Sandhill Crane 2 0.1 1 0.0 5 0.2
Glaucous Gull 1 0.0 1 0.0 2 0.1
Mew Qlll 1 0.0
Arctic Tern 5 0.2 5 0.2 26 1.0

Total Water Birds 145 5.8 222 8.9 476 19.0 379 16.8

OIHER BIRDSt

Marsh Hawk 1 1
Willow Ptannigan 1 11
Rock Ptannigan 1
Ptannigan spp. 17 1
Pomarine Jaeger 1
Parasitic Jaeger 3
Long-tailed Jaeger 2 1
Jaeger spp. 1
Camnon Raven 2

fI Density indices are in units of birds per square mile.

[
t Density indices have only been calculated for water birds.

*~ Less than 0.05.
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TABLE 4. Numbers and Density Indices of Birds Observed During Aerial Surveys of the Coniferous

Scrub Section of the Cross Delta Route, 1975.

DATESUR\Il;J'ED JUNE 5 JUNE 20 JULy 31 AUGUST 30
AREA SURVEYED 20.5 mi2 20.5 mi2 20.5 mi2 20.5 mi2

NO. DENSITY* NO. DENSITY NO. DEJ~SITY NO. DEJ'lSITY

WATER BIRDS

Arctic Loon 4 0.2 7 0.3 29 1.4 37 1.8
Loon spp. 2 0.1 2 0.1 13 0.6
Loon, grebe or duck 2 0.1 4 0.2 9 0.4 31 1.5
Whistling Swan 3 0.2 3 0.2 17 0.8 9 0.4

Thlcks:

Mallard 4 0.2 14 0.7 1 0.0 2 0.1
Pintail 6 0.3 12 0.6 8 0.4 2 0.1
Green-winged Teal 2 0.1
American Wigeon 2 0.1 4 0.2
Dabbling duck spp. 4 0.2 1 0.0** 24 1.2 20 1.0
Seaup spp. 142 6.9 82 4.0 225 11.0 714 34.8
Conmon Goldeneye s 0.2 3 0.2
Oldsquaw 7 0.3 3 0.2 3 0.2 1 0.0
White-winged Seoter 60 2.9 27 1.3 6 0.3
Surf Scoter 6 0.3
Seoter spp. 32 1.6 24 1.2
Red-breasted Merganser 4 0.2 6 0.3
Diving duck spp. 16 0.8 3 0.2 76 3.7 12 0.6
ThIck spp. 10 0.5 38 1.9 421 20.5

Total Ducks 258 12.6 161 7.9 409 20.0 1202 58.6

MewGJll 4 0.2
Bonaparte's Gull 1 0.0
Arctic Tern 16 0.8 3 0.2 23 1.1

Total \'later Birds 287 14.0 181 8.8 489 23.8 1292 62.9

01HER BIRDSt

Bald Eagle 1
WHIO\" Ptarmigan 3
Rock Ptarmigan 1 2

* Density indices are in units of birds per square mile.

t Density indices have only been calculated for water birds.

** Less than 0.05.
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Thirty-seven species .of birds were identifip.o ouring the course of

the four surveys; 31 of these were recorded within the 1/4-mi transect

width. The largest number of species in a section (25) was recorded for

the scrub tundra section. The largest number of species on any of the

four surveys (26) was recorded during the Jtme 20 survey. During this

survey, the scrub tundra section contained the largest number of those

species (21).

The most numerous group of water birds was the diving ducks. The

two species of scaup were the most abundant of these, comprising nearly

70% of the identified diving ducks. (From the air the two species of

scaup could not be reliably separated.)

The short coastal tundra section consistently contained the fewest

species and the lowest density indices along the route (Table 1). The

Oldsquaw was the commonest species recorded here; it occurred in largest

numbers on the August 30 survey.

Ine delta lowland section had the highest density indices of water

birds during the two June surveys and high density indices during the

July 31 and August 30 surveys (Table 2). The highest density indices

of Whistling Swans, Sandhill Cranes, and Arctic Terns were found con

sistently on this section. Geese were also comparatively common along

this section.
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Density indices of water birds on the scrub tundra section, though

often high, were rarely as high as those on the delta lowland or coni

ferous scrub sections (Table 3). There were two exceptions--the density

indices of Arctic Loons and Oldsquaws were generally highest on the scrub

tundra section.

The coniferous scrub section of the cross delta route had especially

high density indices of water birds during the July 31 and August 30

surveys (Table 4). The totals for this section were influenced greatly

by the large numbers of ducks. Scaup were the most abundant of these

ducks; they comprised more than 50% of the ducks that were identified .

. Figures 3 and 4 show the density indices of each of the major groups

of water birds for each of the surveys and each of the sections of the

route. Loons, geese, dabbling ducks, diving ducks, and gulls each re

present more than one species; swans, cranes , and terns each represent

a single species.

Density indices on each transect in each section were compared for

each water bird group on each survey. Density indices differed signifi

cantly among the four sections in only two cases (Kruskal-Wallis: terns

June 20; H = 13.4; df = 3; n = 26; P < 0.01 : diving ducks July 31; H = 8.3;

df = 3; n = 26; P < 0.05). The density index for Arctic Terns on t he

June 20 survey was significantly higher in t he de] t a l owl and sect i on t han

the density indices for the ot her , ct i ons l , .',le-tai l ed Mann-Whitney : vs

coastal tundra; U = O. C; n = 3, ~ ; P = 0.018 : vs scrub tundra; U = 3.0;

n = 5, 10; P < 0.01: vs coniferous scrub; U = 1. 5; n = 5, 8; P < 0.003).



FIGURE 3. Density Indices of loons, Swans, Geese, and Dabbling Ducks along

Sections of the Cross Delta Route.
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FIGUnE 4. Density Indices of Diving Ducks, Cranes, Gulls, and Terns along

Sections of the Cross Delta Route .
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TIle density index for diving ducks on the July 31 survey was significantly

higher in the coniferous scrub section than the density indices for the

other sections (one-tailed Mmlll-Mlitney: VB coastal tundra; U = 3.0;

n = 3, 8; P < 0.042: VB delta lowlands; U = 0.5; n = 5, 8; P < 0.002 :

VB scrub tundra; U = 19.5; n = 8,10; P < 0.05).

Productivity

Table 5 presents the numbers of broods of water birds ffild the

numbers of young birds that were recorded on each section of the route

during the July 31 survey. These results have also been included in Tables

1 to 4. Density indices for the number of broods were higher on the

coniferous scrub and the scrub tundra sections than they were on the

delta lowland and the coastal tundra sections. MOst of the observed

broods were of diving ducks; of these, scaup broods were the most abun

dant.

Several Arctic Loons and l~istling Swans were observed on nests

during the July 31 survey, suggesting that the survey was too early for

an adequate determination of productivity for these birds. For this

reason, brood counts for these species from the August 30 survey have

been included in Table 5. The number of broods of Arctic Loons on the

August 30 survey was greatest along the scrub tundra and coniferous

scrub sections.
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TABLE 5. NtDnbers of Broods of Water Birds. anti Ntunbers of Young Birds on the July 31 Aerial Survey of the Cross Delta Route. 1975.

SECfICN COASTAL TIJNDRA DELTA LOWLAND SCllIJB TIlNDRA COOIFEROOS SCRUB

AREA SURVEYED (SQ MI) 7.5 13.1 25.0 20.5

Nm-IBER OF NUMBER OF NU1>IBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NlMBER OF
BROODS YOUNG BROODS YOUNG BROODS YOUNG BROODS YOtN:>

Arctic Ulon 1 1 1 1 5 6 3 5
Arctic Loon"'''' 1 1 9 12 7 8
Red-throated Loon 1 1
hbistling Swan 1 1* 1 1 1 1*
hbistling 51"an"'* 2 6
Pintail 1 5
Dabbling duck spp. 3 18

.,
Seaup spp. 1 3 2 15 11 51(75)
01dsquaw 2 13 (50)
hbite-winged Seoter 1 9
Seoter spp. 2 14 1 . 4
Red-breasted Merganser. 1 3

, Diving duck spp. 2 7 3 13
Duck spp. 13 75(12) 3 12
Loon. grebe or duck 1 2
Sandhill Crane 1 1

I-'
00

roru

DENSITY L'IDEX(/SQ MI)

3

0.4

14

1.9

4

0.3

8

0.6

29

1.2

131

5.2

26

1.3

109

5.3

'" Possibly more than one young.
** Brood results from August 30 survey.
( ) Denotes large flocks consisting of a mixture of adults and young. They have not been included in totals or densities.
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. Important Transects for Water Birds

Table 6 identifies for each of the four surveys and for each major

water bird group those 10-mitransects on '~lich relatively high density

indices were recorded. Transect numbers correspond to the preceding

milepost number of each transect (as taken from preliminary alignment

sheets [Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline Limited, 1975]). The locations of

transects are shown in Figure 1.

The symbols used in Table 6 represent, for each water bird group

during each survey, the comparative position of the density indices for

each transect relative to the mean density index. In order to assess

the relative importance of those transects on which a water bird group

was recorded, they were the only transects included in the calculation

of the mean. The important transects for a water bird group on a parti-.
cular survey were considered to be those with density indices which were

at least twice as large as this mean density index.

From Table 6 it is apparent that the important transects for swans

and for terns were concentrated in the delta lowland section and the

northern portion of the scrub tundra section. Geese and cranes were

restricted mainly to this area.

The most widely dispersed groups of water birds were the ducks and

the ioons; they occurred virtually throughout the area. TIle dabbling

ducks s]lowed no trend towards a concentration of important transects in
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TABLE 6. Comparative Density Rankings+ of Water Bird Groups on Transects along the Cross Delta Route, 1975.

T RAN SEC T stt
N
0

~~"''i
WATER BIRD DS'iSITI COASTAL TUNDRA DELTA LOWLAND SCRUB TUNDRA CdliIFEROUS SCRUB

GROUP SURVEY INDEX* SECTION SECTION SECTION SECTION
290 300 310 320 330 340 350 360 0 10 20 30 40 41 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 14G 150 160

Loons June 5 1.6
June 20 1.0 · · · V · V V 4> · · · · V
July 31 2.2 . · · · · · V 4> 4> 4> 4> · V · · · · · · . V · · · · V
August 30 2.5 · · · · · · · 4> V V N · · V V 4> V V

Swans June 5 4.7 t
June 20 1.7 · · V · 4> 4>
July 31 3.2 · · • · · V V · · · · V
August 30 1.5 V V V V · V · · N V

Geese June 5 2.4 · · · · 4>
June 20 1.6 · V · · V
July 31 0.0
A:lgust 30 21.1 V · N

Dabbling June 5 2.5 t · · V
IXlcks June 20 1.5 · · V V 4> V V · V · · · · · V · V V V V

July 31 2.9 · · t · · · · · · · V
August 30 9.3 · • · V N

Diving June 5 9.9 · · · 4> · · · · · V V V · 4> · · 4>
IXlcks June 20 6.1 . · · · · · • · · · V · V · · V V · · V · V · 4>

July 31 9.2 · · · · · · · · · 4> · · · 4> 4> V · • V · · •August 30 30.3 · · · · N 4> · · · · •
Cranes June 5 0.6 · · V V

June 20 0.8 · · V
July 31 1.3 · V
August 30 8.8 · V N

MIs June 5 3.9 t
June 2.0 0.5 V
July 31 0.5 · · · V
August 0.0 N

Terns June 5 1.6 · · · · · · 4>
June 20 1.3 · · 4> 4> V
July 31 2.3 V · · V 4> • · · 4> · · · · · 4>
August 30 0.0 N

t Explanation of symbols . 0.0 < density inuex < mean • 4 x mean < density index tt See Figure 1 for the locations of the
V ~ean < density inuex-~ 2. x mean .N· transect not surveyed transects.
$ 2. X mean < density inucx ~ 4 x mean 11 Mean density index (in units of birds per

square mile) of those transects on which
1"hr.> o,..ntm w»<: nh<:prvM.
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any section. The important t.ransccts for diving ducks were concentrated

in the coniferous scrub section and the southern portion of the scrub

tundra section. The important transects for loons were concentrated in

two areas--the more important of these was the northern portion of the

scrub tundra section and the adjoining portion of the delta lowlands ;

the less important was the northern portion of the coniferous scrub

section.
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DISCUSSION

Limitations of Aerial Survey Data

Data collected on aerial surveys do not yield absolute densities

of water bird populations; the data obtained do, however, yield indices

of population density which can be used in comparisons of data.

Martinson and Kaczynski (1967) have shown that aerial survey re

sults generally underestimate both the total number of waterfowl present

and the number of different species that are present. Detectability of

these birds varies according to species; it also varies with the ob

server and the location of the observer in the aircraft. The USFWS

has devised means of calculating correction factors for waterfo\vl species;

but because the calculation of SUCll factors requires counts of water-

fowl on the ground in conjunction with the results of aerial surveys,

these factors could not be obtauled for this study. Accordingly, the

results pres~tited are probably underestimations of the actual numbers

of birds that were present during the surveys. The amount of thi.s under

estimation is probably greater for some species than it is for others.

Data were gathered on only four days during the period June 5 to

August 30, 1975. Survey times were chosen in order to coincide gener

ally with the periods of spring staging, of nesting, of brood-rearing

and moulting, and of fall staging and migration; it is felt ·t hat the data

are representative of the general use made of the area by water birds
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during these periods. However, because the breeding cycles of different

species of \'later birds are not in synchrony , the results are more re

presentative of these periods for some species than they are for others .

Important changes in the use of the areas by water birds may have occurred

between the dates of the surveys. The nature and timing of these changes

is not known.

Importance of Sections of the Route to Water Birds

Coastal Tundra Section

There was little apparent water bird activity along the coastal

tundra section during the surveys of June 5, June 20, or July 31. Old

squaws were the most regularly recorded species along this section.

This finding agrees with that .of Schweinsburg (1974) and Sharp et al.,

(1974) who reported that the Oldsquaw was the commonest water bird along

the coastal pipeline route and on numerous tundra lakes on the Yukon

North Slope. On June 5 most bodies of water were frozen along this

section, which explains the very low numbers of water birds that were

recorded at that time.

On August 30, the highest density of Oldsquaws on -any survey was

found on this section. Schweinsburg (1974) recorded large numbers of

this species along nearby coastal areas on September 2, 1971, as well

as on other surveys during the month of August. Moulting of large

numbers of Oldsquaws takes place along the coast of the Beaufort Sea

during July and August (Bartonek, 1969; Bartels, 1973) and migration
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westward peaks during early September (Gollop and Davis, 1974). It is

probable that a small percentage of the Oldsquaws, such as the ones

observed on the August 30 survey, use the inland lakes as well as the

coastal waters for premigratory staging or as a stopping place during

migration.

Delta Lowland Section

-The highest density index of water birds on the June 5 survey was

recorded in the delta lowlands, a result of the early opening of water

areas there. Those species which arrive early were relatively numerous

there; Whistling Swans, Glaucous Gulls, Pintail, and scaup were the most

numerous of these. Snow Geese may have arrived in the delta lowlands

and departed by ~~y 20 (when a partial reconnaissance survey was flown).

Slaney (1974) indicated that areas of heavy use by arriving Snow Geese

were located on the eastern edge of the delta lO\vland section.

Relatively high density indices of water birds on the delta lowland

section were also found on the June 20 survey; ho\vever, changes were

noticed in the relative abundances of many of the water bird gro~ps.

Numbers of Whistling Swans and Glaucous Gulls had decreased sharply;

those of Pintail and scaup had also decreased, but to a lesser degree

(scaup were still tile commonest water birds on this section). Large

increases occurred in the numbers of White-winged Seoters, and lesser

increases occurred in the numbers of Arctic Terns and White-fronted

Geese. TIle first Arctic Loons in this section were seen during the

June 20 survey.
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Few broods were recorded in the delta lowland section 011 the July 31

survey. Unusually high water levels in the delta lowlands during JWle

may have delayed nesting so that eggs had not hatched at the time of the

survey and broods were not evident (W.R. Koski, pers. cornnl.). In support

of this premise, Koski sighted several broods of ducks along the western

part of the delta lowlands section during the August 30 survey, but his

data for this section were not recorded due to a tape recorder malfunction.

TIlese broods were not included in the results because of the incomplete

nature of the data.

On June 20 the geese along the delta lowland section were recorded

as pairs or as single birds; these were probably breeding birds. Slaney

(1974) indicated that relatively high breeding densities of l~ite-fronted

Geese were found on the eastern edge of the delta lowland section. White

fronted Geese usually finish incubation in early July (Barry, 1967) and it.
is probable that tIley had moved to brood-rearing areas by the time of the

survey.

TIle highest density indices of loons and of terns that were recorded

on any survey were found in the delta lowland section on the July 31 sur

vey. TIle density index for swans was also high during this survey.

Because of the low productivity of loons and swans in this area, the

high density llldices of these birds probably resulted fran an influx of

unsuccessfully-breeding adults or of subadu1t birds . Slaney (1974) re

ported concentrations of subadu1t swans moulting in the Mackenzie Delta,
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and Koski (1975b) estimated that 76% of adult 1~ist1ing Swans in the

outer Mackenzie Delta in 1975 were non-breeding or unsuccessfu11y

breeding birds.

The high density indices of terns indicate the importance of the

delta lowland section to these birds. Campbell and Weber (1973) found

their highest densities of terns in the treed portion of the delta .

They found a mean density of 3.1 terns/sq mi there, somewhat lower than

the density of 5.0 terns/sq mi recorded along the cross delta route on

July 31.

The August 30 survey .showed that water birds in the delta lowlands

had increased in numbers from the previous three surveys. Sandhill

Cranes, dark geese, and dabbling ducks had especially high densities- 

the highest densities recorded for these groups during the study. Three

additional flocks of geese were recorded along this section but outside

the aerial transect strip.

The large increase in the numbers of dabbling ducks in this area

was caused by an increase in the numbers of American Wigeon. The increase

in the numbers of Sandhill Cranes occurred to the west of Shallow Bay,

within the area where Campbell and Weber (1973) observed a tenfold in

crease in the density of Sandhill Cranes in early September, 1972.

Late summer staging by large numbers of Black Brant, 1~ite-fronted

Geese, and Snow Geese in the outer Mackenzie Delta is well known (Godfrey,
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1966; Barry, 1967; Campbell and Weber, 1973; Slaney, 1974; Schweinsburg,

1974). Snow Geese had not arrived in the delta from tlleir breeding areas

on Banks Island and the Anderson River Delta by August 30, and the dark

species of geese were the only geese sighted on the August 30 survey.

Koski and Gollop (1974) and Koski (1975a, 1975b) indicated that concen

tration areas for Snow Geese and White-fronted Geese lie along tIle cross

delta route. In September, 1975, the areas around Shallow Bay were ex

tensively used by these birds (Koski, 1975b).

Based upon the results of the four surveys in 1975, the delta low

land section appears to be the most important section of the cross delta

route for water birds . On at least one survey, each major group of water

birds attained its highest density index along the delta lowland section.

For this reason it is probably important to all water bird populations

at some time during the summer season.

Scrub Tundra Section

Numbers of water birds along the scrub tundra section were low on

the June 5 survey. Most of the larger lakes had extensive ice cover at

this time, an.l only the smaller ponds were free of ice . At this time

Oldsquaws and l~ite-fronted Geese were the two commonest species present.

Because most observations of Mlite-fronted Geese were of pairs, densities

of this species were probably representative of breeding densities along

this section. The Oldsquaws were probably still in migration at this

time--they were moving eastward past Komakuk on the Yukon coast on June 5,

1975 (S. R. .Johnson, pers , corrnn.).
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The number of Oldsquaws along this section on the June ZO survey

was similar to that of the earlier survey, but the number of geese had

decreased. Whistling Swans and loons (particularly Arctic Loons) showed

the most marked increases on the June ZO survey. Density indices of

both are probably representative of breeding densities (observations

were mostly of paired or single birds). These density indices, ffi1d the

number of broods recorded, both indicate the importance of the scrub

tundra section to breeding loons and swans. The dens i ty index of swans

(l.Z/sq mi) is similar to the average breeding densities in the northern

Mackenzie Delta area (1.Z-1.6/sq mi) for the years 1948-1954 (Martel, in

prep.). The density index of loons (0.6/sq mi) is similar to that re

ported by Campbell and Weber (1973) (0.5/sq mi) in their study area

at Kittigazuit Bay.

The July 31 survey indicated the importance of the scrub tundra

section for the production of young ducks. Many of the broods of ducks

could not be identified; of those that could be identified, Oldsquaws

were the most numerous, followed by scoters and scaup.

Swans were present in the scrub tundra section on the July 31 survey

in numbers similar to those of the June 20 survey. Arctic Loons, Pintails,

scoters, and Arctic Terns showed the greatest increases in abundance .

The Pintails were adult birds w11ich were present in flocks, probably in

the process of moulting. The density index of Arctic Loons (for both

this section and the delta lowland section) (Z.l/sq mi) was approximately

twice the maximum density recorded by Campbell and Weber (1973). This
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lligh density probably results from the appearance of adult birds with

their young on the bodies of water; in June many of these adults would

have been on nests where they could not readily be detected from the air.

NLnnbers of loons along the scrub tundra section were still high

on the August 30 survey (unlike the delta lowlands, where the numbers

decreased sharply). NLnnbers of swans also remained high, but Pintails

and Oldsquaws showed marked decreases, presumably a result of southward

migration by Pintails and a westward movement by Oldsquaws along the

Beaufort Sea coast. Numbers of American Wigeon and scaup increased

markedly, although American Wigeons were found at a much lligher density

in the delta lowland section and scaup were found at a much higher density

·iJl the coniferous scrub section.

Results of the four surveys indicate that the scrub tW1dra section

is important as a nesting area for Arctic Loons, Whistling Swans, White

fronted Geese and some species of diving ducks. This section is also

important during late summer for Arctic Loons, Whistling Swans, and some

cluck species. However, the importance of this area to the various water

birds is often intermediate between that of the delta lowlands section

and that of the coniferous scrub section.

Coniferous Scrub Section

During th~ June 5 survey, diving ducks were relatively numerous

aloIlg the coniferous scrub section. 111e most numerous diving ducks were

scaup and scoters. The coniferous scrub and delta lowland sections,
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which are the first sections to open in the spring, appear to be the most

. important sections of the cross delta route for diving ducks arriving

in the vicinity of the Mackenzie Delta. Arctic Terns appeared to be in

migration through the coniferous scrub section at this time.

Overall numbers of water birds had decreased by the June 20 survey

because of a decrease in the numbers of scoters, scaup, and terns. Dab

bling ducks (~~llards llild Pintails) showed an increase in numbers at this

time. Although their numbers were not large, their occurrence as pairs

or single birds indicated that these birds probably nested along this

section.

The number of broods recorded along the coniferous scrub section on

the July 31 survey indicates the importance of this section as a nesting

and brood-rearing area. Broods of diving ducks, particularly scaup,

were the most numerous, but broods of dabbling ducks and Arctic Loons

were also present. Numbers of adult or subadult Whistling Swans, Arctic

Loons, and Arctic Terns in the coniferous scrub section showed a marked

dncrease at this time.

Resul ts of the August 30 survey showed a further large increase in

the numbers of scaup in the coniferous scrub section, and hence in the

total numbers of water birds present. This increase was caused by

the sighting of a large flock of 700 scaup on an unnamed lake northwest

of Travaillant Lake.

.......
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Nlunbers of loons also increased at this time. A simultaneous de

crease in loons in the delta lowlands was noted, suggesting a net move

ment south. Salter (1974b) also reported a southerly autumn movement

of loons in the Mackenzie Valley. A westward movement by loons along

the Beaufort Sea .coast also occurs (Gollop and Davis, 1974).

The coniferous scrub section is important primarily to diving ducks

(particularly scaup). It is of particular importance during the periods

of brood-rearing and moulting and of fall staging and migration, when

the densities of scaup along this section were the greatest that were

recorded for any species during this study.

Comparison of Cross Delta and Circum-Delta Routes

In 1973 Salter (1974a) conducted three aerial surveys along those.
parts of the circum-delt~ route that run from Fort McPherson to Thunder

River and from Taglu Field on Richards Island to the junction of the

Richards Island and Prudhoe Bay supply lines. These surveys covered that ·

part of the circum-delta route that contains water bird habitat. It is

thus possible to compare t he water bird populations along the cross

delta and circum-delta routes.

In comparing the two routes there are two possible sources of error

for which corrections could not be made. It has been assumed that the

abilities of the different observers were comparable and that the de 

tectabilities of water birds in different areas were the same. In fact,
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however, the detectability of water birds in the delta lowlands is pro

bably lower than other areas because of the large amount of emergent

vegetation present (W.R. Koski, pers. comm.). The magnitudes of possible

errors due to these assumptions are unknown.

Differences Between Years

Before the results from surveys of the two routes can be compared,

annual variations in water bird numbers must be considered. The numbers

of water birds, particularly ducks, in northern areas are known to

fluctuate considerably from year to year (Hansen and McKnight, 1964).

This fluctuation is to some extent correlated with drought conditions

on the prairies. Martel (in prep.) supports this correlation with data

from the Mackenzie Delta region.

The only data which are directly comparable between years are those.
of the USFlVS, which conducted aerial surveys during early June of both

1973 and 1975 over the same series of transects in the Mack~nzie Delta

(Voelzer and Jensen, 1973, 1975). In 1973 they recorded density indices

of 4.2 dabbling ducks/sq mi and 9.2 diving ducks/sq mi. In 1975 their

density indices were 1.9 dabbling ducks/sq mi and 7.4 diving ducks/sq mi.

The ratios of the numbers of birds recorded in 1975 to the numbers re

corded in 1973 were thus 0.44 for dabbling ducks and 0.80 for diving

ducks.

·The USF\~S data show that there were greater numbers of ducks present

in their study area in early June of 1973 than there were in early June of
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1975. If it is assumed that these ratios can be applied to the overall

region for the early Jooe period, then the 1973 data obtained by Salter

for the circum-delta route can be multiplied by the above-mentioned

ratios to correct for the differences in years. The assumption that

ratios from the Mackenzie Delta can be applied to neighbouring areas

maybe invalid; it has been employed, nevertheless, because these ratios

are the only directly comparable data that are available from this area

for the two years.

Table 7 lists the density indices for ducks in early June along both

routes and the results after corrections have been made for the differences

between years. (The scrub tundra section for the circum-delta route

is considered to be that portion of the Richards Island supply line

that runs from Taglu Field to the south end of Sitidgi Lake. The coni

ferous scrub section of the route is considered to be the portion that

runs from Fort MCPllerson to Thunder River and the portion that runs

from the south end of Sitidgi Lake to a junction with the Fort McPherson

Thunder River section.) When the 1973 data have been corrected for dif

ferences between years, the results indicate that in early June the cross

delta route supported slightly higher densities of ducks along the scrub

tundra and the coniferous scrub sections than did the circum-delta route.

The asswnption that the ratios of USFWS results for the Mackenzie

Delta can be applied to areas near the delta has been made only for t he

numbers of ducks recorded on the early June surveys; comparable data for

the overall numbers of water birds and for .the later survey t imes are both
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TABLE 7. Density Indices of Ducks in Early June on Sections of the

Circum-Delta lild Cross Delta Routes.

DENSITY INDEX (DUCKS/SQ MI)

SCRUB TUNDRA

DabbJing ducks 0.7 0.3 0.6

Diving ducks 3.7 3.0 3.6

CONIFEROUS SCRUB

Dabbling ducks 0.7 0.3 0.8

Diving ducks 11.4 . 9.1 11.3

t From Salter . (1974a).

tt 1973 results have been converted by multiplying them by the ratio of
ducks recorded in 1975 to those in 1973 by USRVS for identical tran
sects in the Mackenzie Delta.
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lacking. However, the larger number of ducks recorded in the delta in

early June of 1973 suggests that the numbers of ducks (and preslllTlably of

total water birds) ",'ere larger in the vicinity of the delta throughout

the summer of 1973 than they were in 1975. TIle presumed higher densities

during 1973 should be borne in mind when comparing data which could not

be corrected for differences between years in the numbers of birds pre

sent.

Differences Between Routes

Table 8 lists the density indices of the major water bird groups

that were recorded on surveys of the cross delta and circUD1-delta routes

during three time periods: early June, mid- to late June, and early

August. Results are presented for the scrub tundra and cOIliferous scrub

sections--the only sections of the two routes whicll are directly com

parable. Results have not been corrected for the knmvn differences

between years.

On the scrub tundra section, results from the two routes were simi

lar for the early June surveys. However, for the mid- to late June

surveys and the early August surveys, the density indices for the cross

delta route were considerably higher than for the circum-delta route.

The groups which contributed most to this difference were ducks and swans

during both periods and loons during early August.

For the coniferous scrub section, density indices were similar on

both routes for the two June survey periods. In early August, however,
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TABLE 8. Density Indices* of Water Birds on Scctions of thc Circum-Delta Route During 1973t and the

Cross Dclta Route during 1975.

JUNE 1-5 JUNE 20-JULY 2 Jill.Y31-AUGUST 2
CROSS DELTA CIRCLJ:-l- DELTA CROSS DELTA CIRClJ.-l- DELTA CROSS DELTA CIRClJ.-I- DELIA

1975 1973 1975 1973 1975 1973

SCRUB TUNDAA SECTION

Loons - 0.1 0.6 0.5 2.5 0.3
Swans 0.1 0.1 1.2 0.5 1.4 0.3
Geese 1.0 0.6 0.4 - - 0.4
Dabbling ducks 0.6 0.7 0.7 - 1.6

Diving ducks 3.6 3.7 5.2 1.6 5.9 1.5

Total ducks 4.4 4.5 6.1 1.9 13.0 6.2

Cranes 0.1 - - - 0.2
Q.llls 0.0** 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Terns 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 1.0 0.4

Total water birds 5.8 5.5 8.9 3.1 19.0 7.7

CONIFEROUS SCRUB SECTION

Loons 0.2 1.0 0.4 1.1 1.5 1.3
Swans 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.8 0. 4
Geese

Dabbling ducks 0.8 0.7 1.5 0.3 1.7 0.4
Diving ducks 11.3 11.4 6.3 7.6 16.4 2.8

Total ducks 12.6 13.6 7.9 9.6 20.0 7.2

Cranes

Gulls 0.2 0.9 0.0 0.3 - 0.5
Terns 0.8 0.1 0.2 0.0 1.1

Total water birds 13.9 15.9 8.8 11.3 23.8 10.5

" Dcnsity indices arc in tmits of birds per squarc mil c.

t Fran Saltcr (1974a).

-" Less than 0.05.
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the density index of water birds for the cross delta route was twice as

large as that of the circum-delta route. The major component of this

increase was the large increase in the number of diving ducks present

along the cross delta route in early August--a time when the numbers of

diving ducks decreased along the circwn-delta route.

Results of aerial surveys along a proposed pipeline route are

greatly affected by local concentrations within the 1/4 mi corridor that

is surveyed. Minor route changes to avoid concentration areas could thus

have a great effect on the density of water birds along the pipeline

route. A notable example is a small unnamed lake northwest of Travail

lant Lake on the cross delta route which was heavily utilized by diving

ducks at the times of the JUly and August surveys. Avoidance of this

lake by the cross delta route would probably lessen the importance to

water birds of the coniferous scrub section of the cross delta route in.
comparison to the coniferous scrub section of the circum-delta route.

(Repeated heavy usage of t]lis lake by diving ducks in future years should

first be confirmed.)

For the two sections of the two routes which are directly comparable,

the cross delta route supports similar or greater numbers of water birds

(according to season) than does the circum-delta route. The cross delta

route also contains the delta lmvlands section--an area that is important

to water birds. Although the circwn-delta route also contains a section

to the west of the Mackenzie Delta, this section is well-drained with

few lakes and contains little favourable water bird habitat (Poston

et al., 1973).
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In order to compare the number's of birds present along the two

routes, the uncorrected density indices for each section have been

averaged over the three time periods and multiplied by the nlID1ber of

miles of proposed pipeline in each section of the two routes (as given

in Tull [1975]). This calculation indicates that 1.6 water birds were

present along the cross delta route for every 'vater bird present along

the circlID1-delta route. There are two sources of bias in the above

result which must be borne in mind--the data have not been corrected

for the differences in numbers of water birds duru1g the two years 'vhen

the .surveys were conducted (a bias t11at apparently tends to inflate the

total nlID1bers of birds along the circum-delta route in comparison with

the cross delta route) and the section of the circum-delta route from

Fort McPherson to the Yukon North Slope has been omitted from the over

all results (a bias that tends to deflate the total nwnbers of birds

along the circum-delta route in comparison with the cross delta route) .

(Water birds on the Yukon North Slope have been omitted from the calcula

tions for bot11 routes.) Of the two biases, the lack of a correction for

the differences between years is probably the more important; this sug

gests that the calculated ratio of 1.6:1 is probably lower than actual

ratio.

The results suggest that there are more water birds present along

the cross delta route t han are present along t he circum-delta route

during the period from early June to early August. The large numbers of

geese that are known to stage in the outer Mackenzie Delta during August
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and September (Koski, 1975b) have not been considered in reaching this

conclusion. These nwnbers of geese further emphasize the importance

of the cross delta route to water birds.

39
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APPENDIX 1. Numbers and Densities of Birds Recorded on Each lO-Mile

Transect During Aerial Surveys of the Cross Delta

Pipeline Route, 1975.

This appendix consists of a computer printout which is stored in

the library of the Edmonton branch office of LGL Limited . This appendix

is available upon request.
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APPENDIX 2. Scientific Names of Birds IdcIltified During the 1975 Study.

l
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Corrnnon Loon
Arctic Loon
Red-throated Loon
Whistling Swan
Canada Goose
Black Br ant
White- fronted Goose
Mallard
Pintail
Green-winged Teal
American Wigeon
Greater Scaup
Lesser Scaup
Corrnnon Gol deneye
Oldsquaw
Corrnnon Eider
King Eider
lVhit e- winged Scoter
Surf Scoter
Black Scoter
Red-breasted Merganser
Rough-legged Hawk
Bald Eagle
Marsh Hawk
Gyrfalcon
Wi l l ow Ptanni gan
Rock Ptanni gan
Sandhill Crane
Pomarine Jaeger
Paras i tic Jaeger
Long-tailed Jaeger
Glaucous Gull
Mew Gull
Bonapar t e' s Gull
Arctic Tern
Short-eared Owl
Corrnnon Raven

Gavia immer
Gavia arctica
Gavia s teUata
otor co tumbianus
Branta canadensis
Branta ni gr icans
Anser a t bi frons
Anas p tatyrhynchos
Anas acut:a
Anas cr ecca
Anas americana
Aythya mari l a
Aythya af finis
Bucepha la clangula
CtanguZa hyemali s
Somateria moZlissima
Somateria spectabilis
Melanitta degZandi
MeZanitta perspiciZlata
Me l ani tta nigra
Mergus serra tor
Buteo lagopus
HaZiaeetus Zeucocepha Zus
Circus cyaneus
FaZco rustico Zus
Lagopus Zagopus
Lagopus mutus .
Grus canadens i s
St er corar i us pomarinus
Ster corar ius parasiticus
Ster corar i us Zongicaudus
Larus hyperboreus
LarU8 canus
LarUR philadeZphia
St er na paradisaea
Asi o f l ammeus
Cor vus corax


